1cal images on the fly

No IT headaches, downtime or migrations.

EASY

Just a smooth remote install and you're up
and running.Easy to deploy, easy to oversee.
Vaultara also tracks every
transaction,making audits
and oversight a snap.

Who wants medical data? Everyone.
Cloud solutions are on the rise-and
so are breaches. Medical data is now
more coveted than financial info, and
in no field are leaks more costly.
Vaultara manages swift
transfers while keeping

SECURE

sensitive data safe behind
your firewall.

AFFORDABLE
A cost structure as simple and straightforward as our product.
Unlike cloud solutions whose costs skyrocket with per-use charges
and spikes, Vaultara allows for unlimited users and recipients, with
no study-size limitations or costs. A supremely easy install and
deploy process means no added IT spend. And better yet,
our reasonable fixed price won't fluctuate just
because you actually use it. Not now-and not
ever.

vaultara
Easy. Secure. Affordable: Your medical images on the fly
Self-hosted image transfer keeps your medical records in-house and under your control.
Skip the risk and volatility of third-party cloud solutions -Vaultara lets you sendor upload-true DICOM images and associated reports directly to intended
recipients.You control the permissions and the expiration time for the exchange.

Save money. Save time. And provide more responsive care for patients
Sometimes the best solutions arethe simplest. Who needs the added costs and hassles of
facility exchange networks or third-party software? Get and send your studies right when
they're needed-all you need is an emai l address. Once permission is granted, authentication is
underway-the file can be either viewed or downloaded accord ing to your specifications.

Cross-device compatibility and seamless patient transfers
Response time matters in healthcare. Misplaced or unreadable
CDs compromise efficient patient triage.WithVaultara , the
records physicians need to see-now-are viewable anytime,
anywhere, even on the road. Transferring patients? Move
their studies instantly to the destination facility for uninterrupted
care.

Vaultara's upload feature streamlines image exchanges for you-and for your network, too
You know that CDs have inherent liabilities, and are less supported every day-many newer
computers don't even have drives. But not everyone is modernizing as fast as your facility. Phase
out unwanted CD deliveries from external facilities by leveraging our upload feature.
COST- EFFECTIVE

SCALABLE

HEALTHCARE-OPTIMIZIED

LOWER INITIAL PR ICE

SINGLE DEPARTMENT TO
MULT I-SITE ENTER PRISE

QUICKLY SHARE OR RECEIVE
STUDIES FOR COLLABORATION

MULTl PACS ACCESS

REDUCE UNNECESSARY
PROCEDURES

UNLIMITED USERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS
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